Notice of postponement of Piano Para festival at
Washington DC of April hold date.
As you all know already that

We、committee have arranged it the next 4th

Unheard Notes• Piano Para Festival at the Kennedy center

in the Washington

DC • 2018 April 4, 5, 6, 2018 . To that end, we have worked hard to prepare for
the operation funds necessary for the operation of the Festival in the past several
years, with the cooperation of various officials, volunteers, companies, foundations,
supporters,
However, unfortunately it is not enough to reach for the size of 120 thousand
dollars necessary for the large-scale operation of the 4th piano festival..
Of course, we, all committee officers will be continued efforts to donating movement ,
but it seems that it will be difficult to collecting enough money in time by April, as a
result of considering at the Board of Directors, so we have postponed the holding for
half a year and held in the Autumn of 2018,
In order to aim to receive support by the Tokyo Metropolitan Government or the
public agencies and to get subsidize, we will continue to make further efforts.
Although we are truly sorry for the delegates who are selected from the respective
countries, we guess the circumstances of the committee aiming for cautious
management, and furthermore, our historically valuable "Piano paralympics
movement " We would like to ask for your continued understanding.
The Kennedy Center also canceled for the time being, and we will renegotiate the
scheduled date in October 2018 or November.
In addition, I will strive to be able to fully respond to your request, taking into
consideration the possibility of holding the”UNITED

NATIONS, St.Johns Devine

in New York, or elsewhere.
Even if the person with disabilities is physically inconvenient, the soul is free.
"Even if there are obstacles, if such a proper education and a suitable stage are
available, this wonderful pianists will grow up".
To prove this we have a piano Paralympic movement. Your soul-filled piano
performance is our wealth and power!
Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.
January 1 2018
TOKIO SAKODA

President. UNHEARD NOTES Piano Para Committee

